
General Expression of Interest

About the Eleanor Crook Foundation:
The Eleanor Crook Foundation (ECF) is growing once again! We were founded in 1997 with a
single goal: to eradicate global malnutrition. Our team is guided by the ethos that sustainable
improvements in global health and malnutrition requires a focus on delivering the most cost
effective services at scale. ECF helps support bringing the most cost-effective interventions to
prevent and treat malnutrition to those who need them most by making investments in
implementation research, policy analysis, and advocacy.

Our role extends far beyond grantmaking. We leverage our expertise and voice to advance the
fight against global malnutrition. We are an active investor and our team of experts prides itself
on being accountable and informed. We are conveners, innovators, and problem-solvers, seeking
to upend the status quo by identifying roadblocks to progress and brokering solutions.

In 2017, the Foundation pledged $100 million towards the elimination of global malnutrition. We’re
well ahead of schedule to meet that commitment. We have a growing endowment which will
allow us to keep up the fight for as long as it takes. And, this year, we were awarded an
additional $25 million to scale up malnutrition interventions through Open Philanthropy’s
Regranting Challenge. Combined with our existing resources, this generous support from Open
Philanthropy and philanthropist Lucy Southworth gives us tremendous opportunity to catalyze
change over the next 4 years. We are seeking additional leaders, visionaries, and
problem-solvers to join our ambitious team and help drive our efforts towards maximum impact.

ECF’s Priorities:
As we look ahead, the Eleanor Crook Foundation is focused on priorities including (but not
limited to):

● Building and sustaining political support among US and UK decision makers for global
malnutrition programs, and encouraging reform of current donor strategies to drive
greater impact for the dollar.

● Expanding ECF’s advocacy engagement to other traditional and non-traditional donors.
● Increasing coverage of the most lifesaving and cost effective malnutrition interventions

(e.g. the Power 4), with a special focus on life-saving prenatal vitamins (multiple
micronutrient supplements (MMS)) and wasting treatment.

● Supporting research, innovation, and reform to further increase the impact and
cost-effectiveness of malnutrition interventions.

We’re looking for great people to join our team.

ECF is recruiting for experts to help advance our priorities in the year ahead. Open positions are
listed on our careers page. Additional positions–especially to support our efforts in high burden
contexts–will be posted in the coming months. Don’t see an exact fit but still think you have
something to contribute? Please send a general expression of interest to
hiring@eleanorcrookfoundation.org.

https://www.regrantingchallenge.org/awardees/eleanor-crook-foundation
https://eleanorcrookfoundation.org/resources/power-4/
https://eleanorcrookfoundation.org/about-us/careers/
mailto:hiring@eleanorcrookfoundation.org


In your submission, we’d love to hear specifically about what unique capabilities you’d bring to
advance one or more of the priorities above. We’d also love to see a writing or work sample
you’re particularly proud of.

In addition, it would be helpful to understand your employment considerations: are you interested
in opportunities that arise in the very near future, or are you open to being contacted in the
future, as additional needs may arise? Are you looking for full-time employment or part-time
engagement?

Due to the volume of submissions, we will not be able to respond to everyone. However, if we
think that there could be a good fit for you on our team, we’ll be back in touch as soon as
possible to discuss further.

Our team is driven by the conviction that ending malnutrition in our lifetimes remains possible.
But, it is going to be up to all of us to make it happen. We hope you’ll join us.


